
Potential New Emerging Markets on the Block: 
Argentina, Saudi Arabia and Romania

As an active manager focused on the emerging markets (EM), 
Mirae Asset not only looks at the current EM universe, but also 
at leading economies within the frontier index with forthcoming pros-
pects for inclusion into the EM benchmarks. These high 
growth countries generally have significant momentum in terms 
of meeting the strict requirements for EM index inclusion by MSCI 
and/or FTSE Russell (FTSE). 

Inclusion into the EM index is not easy to come by. A country must 
meet size and liquidity requirements, as well as specific conditions 
for market accessibility. These requirements bode well for research 
coverage, governance, and liquidity. In the past decade, MSCI has 
only upgraded three countries from frontier to emerging markets 
status: Qatar and the United Arab Emirates in 2014, and Pakistan 
in 2017. 

Index inclusion can act as a positive driver in terms of capital 
flows (the MSCI Emerging Markets Index currently has more than 
$1.6 trillion in assets benchmarked to it1), and also in regards to 
general sentiment. At Mirae Asset, we see that these “almost EM” 
countries often boast high-growth, quality companies at attractive 
valuations. Various countries are currently under consideration for  
EM inclusion and we see strong opportunities for Argentina, Saudi 
Arabia, and Romania.
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Argentina — Back on the Global Stage

The election of Mauricio Macri as president in December 2015 
marked a major turning point for Argentina. The country had been 
dominated by the Peronist* party since 1946. President Macri, 
representing globalism and a free-market approach, has made 
economic changes that have brought the country out of isolation 
and back onto the global stage. Macri’s orthodox market-friendly 
reforms include the removal of currency controls, eliminating import 
tariffs, reducing the budget deficit, and tackling double-digit inflation 
via an independent central bank. 

In addition, Macri’s administration is continuing to put forth addi-
tional reforms centered around labor, taxes, and infrastructure. As a 
result, Argentina’s GDP growth has been revised upwards, domestic 
and foreign investments have picked up, inflation has decreased 
significantly, and consumer confidence has rebounded. 

With these reforms, investors are optimistic that MSCI will upgrade 
Argentina from frontier market status to emerging market status 
during its 2018 market classification review.
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* Peronism is the policies or principles advocated by the former Argentinian president 
Juan Perón. Peronism is often associated with populist and nationalistic policies.
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Sources and Important Information
1MSCI, eVestment, Morningstar and Bloomberg, as reported on 9/30/17.
2Source: Reuters and Bloomberg. The 2.4% potential weight excludes the IPO for oil giant Saudi Aramco which is expected in late 2018.
3FTSE Russell divides emerging markets into 2 categories: advanced emerging and secondary emerging.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)  is the monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced within a country’s borders in a specific time period.
Initial Public Offering (IPO) is a company’s first sale of stock to the public.
MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float –adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance in the global emerging 
markets. One cannot invest directly in an index.

Saudi Arabia — Attracting Foreign Investments

Saudi Arabia, the Middle East’s largest equity market, has also been 
proactive in integrating its capital markets with the rest of the world 
with the goal of achieving emerging market status from both MSCI 
and FTSE. Over the past couple of years, they have made their 
equity market more accessible to foreign investors. Qualified foreign 
investors can now trade directly on the Tadawul, Saudi Arabia’s local 
stock exchange, and subscribe to initial public offerings. They have 
also moved from T+0 (same day settlement) to T+2 market settle-
ment, a standard more commonly used by international investors. 

As a result of these regulatory changes, MSCI added Saudi Arabia 
to its watch list for potential 2018 inclusion into the MSCI EM Index. 
Saudi Arabia is currently a standalone from MSCI’s broader group-
ings. If Saudi Arabia joins the MSCI EM index, it can attract about 
$9 billion of passive flows and have a potential country weighting 
of 2.4%,2 making it a top 10 weight within the index. If Saudi’s state 
energy company, Aramco, was also included, the country’s weight 
in the EM index could rise to 7%. 

FTSE is also expected to promote Saudi Arabia from its current 
unclassified status to secondary emerging market status 3 in 2018. 
Inclusion into the indices is a positive step forward for Saudi Arabia’s 
“Vision 2030”- the country’s blueprint to reduce its dependence on 
oil, diversify its economy and modernize its society.

Romania — Modernizing its Capital Markets

Romania’s Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) aims to become a new 
investment hub for foreign investors in Eastern Europe. Over the 
past several years, Romania has been reforming and modernizing 
its capital markets to make it more assessable to foreign investors. 
Regulators have made improvements to corporate governance, 
updated their financial reporting rules to match international stan -
dards, and diversified the financial instruments traded on the BVB. 
In 2017, two private companies listed on the BVB, the largest listings 
in its history. 

In recognition of its reform efforts, FTSE announced in 2016 that 
they had added Romania to its watch list for possible reclassifica -
tion from frontier to secondary emerging market. FTSE did not 
update Romania’s status in 2017 but will continue to keep it on 
its watch list for another year. The FTSE upgrade will largely 
depend on BVB’s ability to fulfill the market liquidity requirement. 
Romania is also working towards meeting MSCI’s criteria for 
upgrade status consideration.

International Recognition: The potential 
reclassifications by MSCI and/or FTSE is an acknowledg-
ment that these countries have made the necessary 
improvements to their respective equity markets and have 
met the criteria set forth by the index providers. While 
implementation may range from one to four years depend-
ing on the index provider, the decision itself will have an 
immediate impact on these countries, putting them on the 
radar of foreign investors and creating an opportunity for 
meaningful capital appreciation. 
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Australia: Mirae Asset Global Investments (HK) Limited is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license in 
respect of the financial services it provides in Australia. Mirae Asset Global Investments (HK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the 
Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong under Hong Kong laws, which differ from Australian laws. For Wholesale Clients only.

Hong Kong: Before making any investment decision to invest in the Fund, investors should read the Fund’s Prospectus and the Information 
for Hong Kong Investors of the Fund for details and the risk factors. Investors should ensure they fully understand the risks associated with 
the Fund and should also consider their own investment objective and risk tolerance level. Investors are also advised to seek independent 
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United Kingdom: This document does not explain all the risks involved in investing in the Fund and therefore you should ensure that you 
read the Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Documents (“KIID”) which contain further information including the applicable risk 
warnings. The taxation position affecting UK investors is outlined in the Prospectus.  The Prospectus and KIID for the Fund are available free 
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